
MISSION CRITICAL
IS YOUR DATA READY TO POWER CROSS-CHANNEL ATTRIBUTION?



The marketing department can’t get enough of it, and soon RFPs go 
flying out and vendors come flying in for Q&A sessions. Inevitably, 
the first items to get covered in these sessions sound something 
like the following:
 
• Is your attribution algorithmic? How does it work?
• Should time decay be applied, and what does the decay curve 

look like for each channel?
• Can we start with a regression model and move on to a Naive 

Bayes predictor? 
• How do we calibrate our top-down models with our bottom-up 

ones?
• What kind of look-back window do we need to use?
• Are you using Big Data on The Cloud?
 
While these are all important questions that need to be answered, 
they place the proverbial cart before the horse. The first and most 
important aspect to consider is the data (see figure 1). 

No matter how high-tech your tech stack or how ground-breaking 
your analytics and modeling work, no other factor will affect your 
solution more than the data you use for measurement. (Your 
measurement strategy is also hugely important, but that’s a 
discussion for another time.) Here are some typical examples of the 
data issues you can encounter:

• Deduplication logic that removes records where the same ad 
impression is served to a user within one second, leads to the 
removal of 40% of the total record set.

• 50% of site visitors just “appear” with no prior engagement 
history. How will your solution deal with those records, when 
there is no marketing activity to attribute the visits to? 

• There is only one interaction prior to conversion (similar to 
the previous case), which means all credit is given to that 
touchpoint. But is this attribution a true reflection of reality? 

Your ability to measure performance is only as good as the data you 
feed your attribution solution, and if you feed it garbage, expect to 
measure garbage. The modeling and algorithms can wait till later.

Figure 1: Often times, there is a massive gap between the 
demo and what your data actually allows you to measure. 
Real-world data is rarely as pretty as demo data! 

These days, cross-channel attribution is seen by 
marketers as the Holy Grail of measurement. On the face 
of it, going with a cross-channel attribution solution feels 
like a no-brainer; who wouldn't want a more accurate 
measurement program? 
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built
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Valuable insights can be gleaned with even the simplest model, if you have 
good data. In my experience, acquiring data is the biggest stumbling block all 
attribution projects run into. Overcoming data hurdles can eat up your project 
timelines like nothing else can. For example:
 
• Development engineering cannot operationalize processes until business 

rules are defined and a data source is established.
• If this data contains critical information that helps tie online and offline 

activity, then the connectivity between both worlds is degraded at best, or 
completely lost at worst.

• The Data Science team cannot calibrate their models until Engineering loads 
the data. 

• The Business Intelligence team can't test their reports with real data or 
conduct performance readouts until everything downstream completes. 

 
If you're not careful, you run the real risk of jeopardizing your development sprints 
because the data couldn't be obtained. So the critical question to ask yourself 
at this stage is whether you’re collecting the right data. And if not, what pieces 
are you missing? I always advocate starting small because it gives you time to 
validate the data and think about how it fits into your measurement strategy. After 
the foundational dataset is established, you can start to phase in other datasets. 
Here's a template you can use:
 
1. Start with digital only (e.g., paid search, display, social, email). This is generally 

the messiest dataset to work with, forcing you to establish data sanitizing 
procedures and scalable infrastructure to host the data.

2. Perform a tag assessment. Make sure you’re collecting all the appropriate 
data from your site. Are the critical landing pages properly tagged? Is traffic 
being redirected correctly to those pages? Are you passing the right values 
through your tags? Do you have a mobile app that requires tagging?

3. Integrate offline data. Complexity will arise at this point as you start to 
establish connective tissue between the online and offline worlds. You may 
even have to onboard offline data to get a better match rate.

4. Integrate top-down data.
5. Integrate mobile data.
6. Think about external integration points. How will insights gleaned from 

attribution inform your personalization and campaign execution platforms 
(DMP, DSP)?

Any discussion of 
attribution should start 
with a discussion of 
how your data will be 
collected. 

DATA COLLECTION
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DATA VALIDATION

A common theme across attribution deployments is that once the data you 
want finally arrives, there are many anomalies that come along for the ride. 
Analysts dig into the data and uncover all kinds of issues that result in either 
rejection of the data or fixes that need to be applied. Add to this the complexity 
of an ever-changing digital tracking ecosystem, and you will realize that a static 
approach to fixing your data once and then forgetting about data validation will 
fail. What worked with one system (or vendor) will likely not work with another. 
Browser tracking behavior (e.g., do-not-track implementations) changes, fraud 
comes and goes, bot activity must be accounted for, etc. Data validation is a 
continuous, ongoing practice that must be a critical piece of any attribution 
solution and evaluated very carefully.

Because of the time sensitive nature of attribution projects (especially those 
on weekly or daily data refresh cycles), it is critical to adopt a strategy of failing 
fast and often, when bad data arrives. You want to develop error detection at 
the data collection stage so that you can immediately validate the data before it 
enters your event stream.  
 
Expect to spend a good portion of project time on this piece of the solution, 
because this is where you will run into some of the biggest issues, a few of 
which are mentioned below:
 
1. Often, cost data does not match up to what is shown on the log files, or the 

cost is missing completely.
2. Inconsistent or incorrect placement names are used throughout the system.
3. Bot activity in logs skews the data.
4. Duplicate conversions or customer records in the customer relationship 

marketing (CRM) database get counted, misrepresenting various KPIs.
5. Mass media buys exist only as media plans in non-machine-readable 

formats, requiring extensive process restructuring and extract-transfer-load 
(ETL) processes to be developed to ingest the data.

 
And by the way, if you have multiple agencies/vendors in your ad tech stack, 
multiply the time needed to reconcile all the data by a factor of N (where 
N=number of vendors). The very last place you want to catch data errors is 
in the measurement stage, because that brings everything to a grinding halt 
(unless you decide to simply ignore the data). All validation work should be done 
as early as possible, ensuring that there is only a single source of truth for your 
data; mainly the event stream.

Your measurement is 
only as good as the 
quality of the data 
that informs it. The 
second element of 
a successful cross-
channel attribution 
solution is the ability to 
validate the data that 
has been collected. 
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DATA ORGANIZATION

Once the data collection patterns and validation processes 
are established, the data must be organized into structures 
that enable attribution and other analytics. 

Figure 2: A logical view of an 
event stream showing both 
online and offline events

The Consumer Event Stream arrays cross-channel and media interaction data 
so that it is ready for attribution and analytics

An effective method is to create 
event streams, which are 
longitudinal views of marketing 
touchpoint sequences for 
various identity entities (cookies, 
individuals, households). This 
concept is illustrated in Figure 2.

DM delivered 
2/1/16

Sent email 
2/2/16 5:05pm
Opens email
2/2/16 9:30 pm

Shown display ad
2/2/16 3:05 pm

Clicks branded 
paid search ad
2/6/16 9:00 pm

Calls 800# and 
requests info and 
gives email
2/2/16 3:06 pm

Online conversion
2/6/16 9:15 pm

CONSUMER EVENT TABLE

User ID Date Time Event ID Event Desc

1234 2/1/2016 DM437 DM Delivered

1234 2/2/2016 3:05 pm DI9076 Display Impression

1234 2/2/2016 3:06 pm CC068 Inbound Call Center EVENT META DATA

1234 2/2/2016 5:05 pm EM087 Sent Email Event ID EM088

1234 2/2/2016 9:30 pm EM088 Opened Email Creative A2346 Mortgage information details

1234 2/2/2016 9:30 pm EM089 Clicked Email Offer OI92365 Mortgage Offer

1234 2/6/2016 9:00 pm PS674 Clicks Paid Search Product P978 Mortgage Line

1234 2/6/2016 9:15 pm Q6740 CC Enrollment
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The most important functionality offered by event streams is the ability 
to be connected to one another. After all, how can you allocate credit 
across channels if you don't know how many channels a customer was 
exposed to? A typical customer journey might involve multiple channels 
(see Figure 2), and your cross-channel attribution solution needs to 

capture the entire journey for accurate measurement to be done. In data 
terms, that means a cookie event stream must be connected with an 
individual event stream in order to get the full picture of all touchpoints 
and correctly allocate credit. This critical linking is done through Merkle’s 
Connected Recognition platform (see Figure 4 below). 

All events are associated with data that describes the event in more detail (cost, media 
hierarchy information, campaign information, etc.) and exists at a “native grain” (see Figure 
3). For instance, web data exists natively at the cookie level and direct mail data may exist 
at the individual or household level. At no time should personally identifiable information 
(PII) exist in any event stream (this has to be stripped away or anonymized through 
surrogate keys to safeguard consumer privacy). 

Figure 3: Event streams at their 
native data grain

Figure 4: Connected Recognition 
(cR) can link offline and online 
event streams to generate a 
holistic view of a customer’s 
marketing touchpoints
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Connected Recognition uses proprietary algorithms to match cookies and 
individuals/households together to generate coherent event streams. These 
algorithms rely on the “connective tissue” that exists between your various event 
streams to generate links between online and offline touchpoints, linking cookies 
and individuals. Part of the goal of the tag assessment step, discussed earlier, is 
to assess the strength of this connective tissue, because it impacts your online-
to-offline match rate.
 
For example, are you passing in consistent order IDs from your website to your CRM database? If not, how do the tags need to be modified in order 
support more connectivity? In extreme cases, a redesign of the tagging architecture might be required before proceeding with measurement. In 
some cases, the introduction of connective tissue through tags may not be possible (e.g. campaigns that are already in flight). In instances like this, 
Connected Recognition can onboard offline data to improve match rates (usually in partnerships with third-party vendors). 
 
Another consideration with the creation of event streams is how an attribution solution deals with the increasing prominence of mobile traffic. It is 
very difficult to collect marketing data from mobile devices because they don't typically allow cookie-level tracking. Connected Recognition leverages 
cross-device graphs to link mobile activity to individuals. Because the solution is holistic, credit can be allocated no matter where an individual has 
marketing touchpoints. 

If you use multiple online ad-serving platforms, set expectations of what the cookie-to-cookie match rate will be if you attempt a sync between these 
platforms. We often talk about cookie name space matching like it’s a sure thing, but the reality is you’ll be lucky to get a 40% match rate. While there 
are many strategies to mitigate against this situation, making changes to your ad-serving platform can greatly impact all aspects of your marketing 
program and thus needs to be planned for.
 
While no solution can give you a 100% online-to-offline match rate (and the ones that come close exist only in walled gardens), the flexibility provided 
by Connected Recognition allows our attribution solution to be as holistic as possible and cover a range of online and offline activity.   
  
In summary, the role of data in an effective attribution solution is critically important. Deploying an attribution solution is as much about discover-
ing problems in the quality of your data as it is about doing the actual measurement. While the modeling component is important, it is a discussion 
that can be explored further down the road, once data collection, validation, and organization practices have been established. At the end of the day, 
you might have the biggest cloud platforms, the baddest random forests, and the most complex neural nets to unleash on attribution; but it's all for 
nothing if you can't collect your marketing touchpoints and link them together before you start measuring. 

CONNECTED RECOGNITION
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